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Professional, Technical 

and Related Occupations

Executive, Administrative 

and Managerial 

Occupations
Sales Occupations

Administrative Support 

Occupations

Precision Production, 

Craft and Repair 

occupations

Machine Operators, 

Assemblers and 

Inspectors

Transportation and 

Material Moving 

Occupations

Handlers, equipment 

cleaners, helpers and 

laborers

Service occupations, 

except Private Household

Private Household 

Occupations

What will happen to each of the occupations with Industry 4.0?
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Professional, Technical and Related Occupations

Executive, Administrative and Managerial Occupations

Sales Occupations

Administrative Support Occupations

Precision Production, Craft and Repair occupations

Machine Operators, Assemblers and Inspectors

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations

Handlers, equipment cleaners, helpers and laborers

Service occupations, except Private Household

Private Household Occupations

What will happen to each of the occupations with Industry 4.0?

• Industry 4.0 will impact more or less each of 

the occupations in the planet, regardless of 

the industry in which they belong.

• Connectivity is impacting and will impact:

1. Production Hardware

2. Computing Hardware

3. Software

4. Interfaces 

• It is up to each industry association and 

country to start planning ahead and 

understand very well each of the Cyber-

physical solutions, in order to foresee the real 

impact in that specific industry workforce at 

each level of occupation.

• In addition, as a first step it is important to 

understand what is going to be needed.

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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• Centralized Machinery 

Planning

• Self-learning robots

• Self optimizing 

systems

• Interconnection with 

external parties

• Augmented Reality

• Industrial Big Data

• Virtual work 

Preparation

• Predictive 

Maintenance

• Interactive Robots

• Smart Environment 

Recognition

Computing Hardware

•Data Storage

•Embedded Systems

•High Performance Computing

•IN-Memory Computing

•LCD-Touch Interfaces

Production Hardware

•Robotics

•Automation Equipment

•Hybrid Machinery: Traditional 

machinery PLUS automation

• Traditional machinery

Software

•Real Time Data processing

•Business Process Software

•Database Management systems

•Cloud Computing

•Real time image Processing

•Advanced Algorithms

•Machine Learning

Interfaces

•Visual Sensors

•RFIC

•Biometrics

•Magnetic Stripes

•Camera and Imaging Systems

•Semiconductor Based Sensors

•Traditional Sensors

Connectivity

High Speed Mobile Broadband

Industrial Ethernet

Internet Protocols IPV6

Local Broadband

Short Range (Low Power) Transmissions

BASE TECHNOLOGIES (up to 27032018)

• Self configuring 

Machines

• Cobotics

• Autonomous Vehicles

• Multi-operations 

machines

• Smart Storage bins

• Logistics automation

• Construction 

automation

• Self-diagnosing 

machines

• Smart Products

• Unitary parts tracking

• Energy Automation 

(solar, wind, oil and gas, 

hydric)

• Many others at each 

industry.

Physical SolutionsCyber Solutions

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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New Skills and Capabilities Required

• The Internet of Things and Mobile connectivity will enable the facilitation of interaction between mobile devices or 

other tech gadgets with the humans. And this has happened for more than 10 to 15 years. A wireless Internet in 

real time allows Industry 4.0.

• The educational system has to shift from a static format to a dynamic format. And the tools are already there for 

all of us.

• The shift in the educational system has to happen particularly with professors.

• The students already have the ability to manage devices, gadgets, machines, sensors and link with the professors, 

with the sources of information and interact, communicate with each other. 

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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New Skills and Capabilities Required

• Traditionally courses have been strictly developed by professors 

who study and prepare their material and examples. In the past 

the professor used a blackboard and plaster.

• During the 90s, the blackboard evolved to a smartboard which 

is connected to a computer.

• In the present and future, each student will be able to connect 

its device (tablet or smartphone) with the professor and with 

social media tools, everyone in the classroom will be able to 

communicate with each other.

• IoT will facilitate the virtual replication of the real world using 

data collected by sensors under a specific context.

• Students will have to build technical competences to do data 

collection using Internet in the classroom, perform data 

analysis, and assist the professor in decision making.

• The interactions of students will be cyber-physical in an 

independent and autonomous manner. And this could happen 

now.

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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New Skills and Capabilities Required
• How many years will take us to shift the educational 

system for the Industry 4.0?

• My personal answer: it will take at least one 

generation (20 years). That means Generation Z will be 

the “ guinea pig” generation for Industry 4.0

• Guinea Pig: Person or animal submitted to observation 

or experimentation to prove something

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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Generation Z (Born between 2001-2020)
• Formative Experiences

• Economic downturn. Terrorism. Great Recession. Hurricanes. Facebook Era. Global Warming. 
Energy Crisis. Mobile devices. Each Z can be a video producer. Cloud Computing. Wiki “is 
cool, quick and convenient for homework”.

• General Highlights. Look for Security and Stability. Little attachment to traditional values. 
Perceives family as support. Impatient. Creative. Innovative, Social. Visual and hyper-aware. 
Very collaborative and solidary. Will process information quickly. Smarter.

• Work. Currently have started to work either part-time or new apprenticeships. The majority 
are still studying below university level. It is expected they will be “technoholics”, entirely 
dependent on technology and “Wi-Fi”. Multitaskers. Seek flexibility and openness. Thrive on 
acceleration and the next, next, next instant gratification. Social media has replaced 
community oriented with them. 

• Communicate. FaceTime. Hangouts. Instant Messaging. Preferred. Mobile and Smartphones. 
It is expected new digital technologies for them to communicate

• Icons. Taylor Swift. Katy Perry. Shakira. Star You tubers as PewdiePie. Real Madrid and 
Barcelona players. 

• Expected. The Gen Z will have the worst environmental, social, political and economic 
problems in history.  If  Baby Boomers, Gen X and Gen Y do not start to solve them from now.

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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• While we don’t know much about Gen Z yet…we know 

a lot about the environment they are growing up in.

• Partially, even if at School they do not have a SMART 

Classroom, this generation lives with Internet of Things 

prototypes and their parents gadgets.

• This highly diverse environment will make the grade

schools of the next generation the most diverse ever.

• Higher levels of technology will make significant 

inroads in academics allowing for customized 

instruction, data mining of student histories to enable 

pinpoint diagnostics and remediation or accelerated 

achievement opportunities.

• Gen Z kids will grow up with a highly sophisticated 

media and computer environment and will be more 

Internet savvy and expert than their Gen Y

forerunners. 

The Gen Z will have the worst environmental, social, political 

and economic problems in history.  If  Baby Boomers, Gen X 

and Gen Y do not start to solve them from now. Expect new 

things for these kids.
http://socialmarketing.org/archives/generations-xy-z-and-the-others/

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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“This generation could end up as the smartest, most 

successful generation in our history. Or it could end up in 

a grotesque disaster of epic proportions. It will be a long 

while before we find out. That’s because today’s students 

are being treated as subjects in one risky experiment after 

another, and no one can know where it will all lead.

A more appropriate name for Generation Z might be 

Generation Guinea Pig”.

Jody Stallings, Moultrie News

Thank you!

https://support.office.com/es-ES/article/b89770f1-deb1-4a19-94ef-342aa15a4689
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